
      

PossessiveWeakDefinites

Chris Barker, University of California, SanDiego

1. Intr oduction: possessiveweakdefinites

Typically, whena definitedescriptionis usedto referto anobject,thatobjectmust
eitherbefamiliaror uniquein acertainway. Letusbeginwith thefollowingapprox-
imation:

(1) A useof a definitedescriptionis felicitousif andonly if thereis exactly one
objectin thecontext thatsatisfiesthecontentof thedescription.

As far asI know, the ‘if ’ portionof thebiconditionalis entirelyreliable:whenever
anobjectis uniquein a context, it is possibleto usea definitedescriptionto referto
it (at leastasfar asthefelicity conditionsduespecificallyto theuseof thedefinite
determinerareconcerned).

(2) Thespeakeraddressedtheman.

For instance,thedefinitedescriptionthe speaker canbeusedin any context in which
thereis auniqueobjectthatqualifiesasaspeaker.

Whatis lessclear, andwhatwill bethecentralissueaddressedin thispaper,
is the statusof the ‘only if ’ portionof the biconditionalin (1). Certainly, if there
is morethanoneman in the audience,the seconddefinitedescriptionin (2) (the
man) is distinctly lessappropriate,especiallyin comparisonwith thecorresponding
indefinitea man.

But not all definitedescriptionssatisfytheconditionin (1). I will provide
evidencebelow in supportof Poesio’s (1994) claim that there is a productive,
systematicclassof definitedescriptionswhoseusedoesnotappearto requireeither
familiarity or uniqueness.Following Poesio,I will call theexpressionsin question
WEAK DEFINITES:
(3) I hopethecafeis locatedon the corner of a busy intersection. (Poesio1994)
(4) That’s the one where Supermancrashesspectacularlyinto the side of a

Marlbor o-emblazonedtruck . (Google)

Clearly, (3) canbeusedin a situationin which neitherthespeaker nor the listener
hasany previous acquaintancewith a specificintersectionor corner, nor is there
an implicationthat the intersectionin questionhasonly onecorner. Similarly, (4)
canbe usedwithout knowing or caringwhich of the sideof the truck Superman
smashesinto.

Perhapsthedefinitedetermineris ambiguous,andat leastoneof its senses
doesnot give rise to a uniquenessimplication. One considerationthat weighs
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againstanambiguityapproach,aswe will see,is that theseweakdefinitesrequire
the presenceof a relationalheadnounandan overt genitive prepositionalphrase
argument.For instance,in (3), corner is syntacticallyandsemanticallyrelational,
andof a busy intersection is a genitive of -phrase.In the presenceof a different
preposition,theweakusedisappears:

(5) I hopethecafeis locatedon thecornernear abusyintersection.

Changingtheprepositionfrom thegenitiveof to thelocativenear (or at or beside)
changesthedescriptivecontentvery little: thecafemuststill belocatedonacorner,
andthecornermuststill besufficientlycloseto a busy intersection.Nevertheless,
native speakersreportthat in contrastwith (3), a useof (5) is felicitousonly if the
speakerhasa specificcornerin mind. Thedifferencebetween(3) and(5), I will ar-
gue,comesfrom thefactthatthegenitive of phrasein (3) constitutesa propersyn-
tacticargumentof therelationalheadnouncorner. In contrast,locativeprepositional
phrasesarenotarguments,andfunctionasmodifiersof asyntacticallynon-relational
useof corner.

Soif weakinterpretationsariseonly in awell-definedsyntacticenvironment,
we mustconsiderseekinganexplanationin thenatureof thespecialsyntacticen-
vironment. In pursuitof thispossibility, I will proposea singlemeaningfor the on
whichit uniformlytriggersuniquenesspresuppositionsonall of its(productive)uses.
Thekey tounderstandingweakdefinitenesswill dependonidentifyingwhatexactly
mustberequiredtobeuniquein eachcase:for normal,non-relationalexamples,what
mustbeuniqueis thereferentof theentiredescription.For relationalexamples,it
is therelationitself thatmustbeunique. (Whatit meansfor a relationto beunique
will bediscussedbelow.)

I will suggestthat thecrucialvariability in construalcomesfrom indepen-
dentlymotivatedflexibility in theorderof semanticcomposition.Onsomelinguis-
tic theories,notablycombinatorycategorialgrammarsof thesortproposedby, e.g.,
Jacobson(1999)andSteedman(2000),evenif anexpressionhasonly onerelevant
syntacticstructurewith only onesemanticvalue,theremaystill bemorethanone
way in which thatvaluecanbecomputed.Several linguisticphenomenaarguably
aresensitiveto thisvariationin theorderof semanticcomposition.I will show how
thistypeof computationalflexibility canallow therelationalheadnominalto com-
binewith thedefinitedeterminerbeforecombiningwith its genitive argument. If
theuniquenesspresuppositionassociatedwith thedefinitedeterminerappliesto the
firstelementit combineswith semantically,ratherthanwith thefirstelementit would
normallycombinewith syntactically, wecorrectlypredictthatweakinterpretations
emergeonly in thepresenceof a relationalnominal.

Given the importancein the linguisticsliteratureof definitenessin general
andthedefinitedeterminerin particular, weakdefiniteswouldbewell worthstudy-
ing if they merelymotivateda refinementin theanalysisof thedefinitedeterminer.
But in factthereismoreatstake:in orderto exploit themismatchbetweensyntactic
constituency andsemanticcomposition,wemustconsideranew kind of interaction
at theinterfacesof syntax,semantics,andpragmatics.
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2. Theoretical Preliminaries: the definite determiner requires uniqueness

In anticipation of more detailed discussions below, it will be helpful to give some
working definitions up front. For present purposes, a DEFINITE DESCRIPTION is (con-
servatively) an NP with non-trivial descriptive content whose determiner is the: the
man, thecornerof a busyintersection, but not John, her, everyman, or John’sdog.
A POSSESSIVE definite description is one whose head nominal occurs in construction
with a genitive of prepositional phrase argument: thecornerof a busyintersection,
thebrotherof a friend but not thecornernear a busyintersection. (See section 9
below for more discussion of relational versus non-relational nominals.) The claim
under investigation is that possessive definite descriptions systematically can be used
in contexts in which more than one object satisfies the content of the description;
such a use qualifies as a WEAK use of a definite description, and a definite description
that can be used in such a context is a WEAK DEFINITE.

Given that possessive weak definites don’t seem to behave like definites at all,
it may seem problematic to even call them definites. However, there are several rea-
sons to continue to call them definites:first, theoccurs in the main specifier position,
the hallmark of a definite; they can be used in any situation in which a normal defi-
nite could be used (i.e., whenever the ‘if’portion of (1) is satisfied), so calling them
indefinites is hardly any better; and I will propose an analysis on which the definite
determiner continues to impose a uniqueness restriction even in the weak uses.

But nothing crucial hangs on this choice of terminology. On the analysis
below, the behavior of normal definite descriptions as well as weak definites depends
only on the meaning of the definite determiner and how that meaning interacts with
other meaningful elements in its linguistic context.

2.1.Thesemanticcorrelateof definiteness:is there one?As surveyed in Abbott
(1999, 2001a), there is a continuing debate about the semantic nature of definiteness.
Abbott classifies most semantic theories as falling into the familiarity camp or the
uniqueness camp. Roughly, familiarity theories say that the object referred to by a
definite must be familiar in the discourse, and uniqueness theories (such as the pre-
liminary rule given in (1)) say that the object must be the only object in the discourse
model that satisfies the content of the description.

Part of the difficulty of resolving the debate comes from the desire to provide
a unified theory for all of the expression types classified as definite. Familiarity turns
out to be a fairly good theory for explaining the behavior of pronouns, but does not
do so well for definite descriptions; uniqueness, as we will see, does well for definite
descriptions, but requires heroic efforts when applied to pronouns.

Since we are interested exclusively in the behavior of NPs determined by the,
we can concentrate on the conditions for use of that type of NP, without worrying
whether the condition we come up with applies to other expressions alleged to be
definite. I will conclude below that as far as definite descriptions are concerned, fa-
miliarity is neither sufficient nor necessary, and that uniqueness is both sufficient and
necessary (at least for productive uses of the, and of course, setting aside the correct
treatment of the problematic cases under investigation). Any reader who already
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agreeswith theseclaimsis welcometo skipaheadto section3 below; however, be-
causethereis noclearconsensuson theseissues,I haveprovidedsomejustification
for my conclusionsin thenext two sections.

Incidentally, sincePoesio(1994)is theonly accountI amawareof thatas-
sumesthatthebehavior of weakdefinitesis systematic,hisaccountis theonly pre-
viousanalysisI know of for weakdefinites.(Christophersen(1939:140)mentions
someweakdefinites,but dismissesthemas“illogical”.) Poesio’sexplanationrelies
heavily onHeim’s(1982)familiarityapproachtodefiniteness.For reasonsgivenbe-
low, I donot believe thatfamiliarity offersa viableaccountof thebehavior of defi-
nitedescriptions,let alonefor weakdefinites.As a result,I donot addressPoesio’s
specificproposalsbeyondgiving somegeneralargumentsagainstfamiliarity in the
next section.

2.2.Definitedescriptionsneednot befamiliar. Thefamiliarity approachis usually
attributedto Christophersen(1939).

(6) Christophersen(1939:72):Thearticle the bringsit aboutthat to the [noun] is
attacheda certainassociationwith previously acquiredknowledge,by which
it canbe inferredthat only onedefiniteindividual is meant. This is what is
understoodby familiarity. [italicsasin original]

Themostinfluentialmodernadvocateof familiarity is Heim (1982). In her imple-
mentation,in orderfor a useof a definiteto befelicitous,thediscourseparticipants
mustalreadybeawareof thedescribedobject,or bewilling to retroactivelyaccom-
modatetheexistenceof suchanobject.

Most familiarity theoriesareremarkablyflexible concerninghow anobject
cancometo qualify asfamiliar. Theprototypicalway is by beingexplicitly intro-
ducedvia anindefinite,asin thefamiliarmini-discourseA mani came in. Then the
mani sat down, in which the indefinitea man rendersa discoursereferentcorre-
spondingto somemansufficiently salientto licensethe subsequentdefinite. An
objectcanalsocountasfamiliar by beingmanifestlysalientin the non-linguistic
context [A goati walks into the room.] The goati stinks!; andthroughbackground
knowledge,in which casetheobjectwill bepermanentlyfamiliar, asin The mooni
shone.

More controversially, sometimesanobjectcanbefamiliar througha bridg-
ing inference(Prince’s 1979,1981‘inferables’) from someotheralreadyfamiliar
object.

(7) [talking of acertainbook]The author is unknown.

Christophersenremarksthat in (7), “the relationbetweenthe book andauthoris
sufficiently commonand unambiguousto serve asa transmitterof the reference
containedin the.” Theideais thataslongasthereis a readilyrecoverablefunction
mappingbooksto their authors,thefamiliarity of thebook in questionrendersthe
authorfamiliar for purposesof referencewith adefinitedescription.

As a result of theseextensionsand elaborations,familiarity becomesa
fairly technicalnotion with only a tenuousconnectionto the intuitive conceptof
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familiarity. As Lyons(1999)pointsout, if two doctorsenteran emptyoperating
room,andonesaysI wonderwhotheanesthetistwill betoday, it maybepossible
toclaimthatthisisaninstanceof bridgingfrom thenon-linguisticcontext—but it is
difficult to describethehypotheticalanesthetistas“familiar” in any intuitivesense.

But even settingasidethe issueof abstractness,there are a numberof
compellingcounterexamplesthatsuggestthat familiarity, evenwhenextendedvia
bridging,is notaconditionfor thefelicitoususeof adefinitedescription.

a. I boughta truck. The hood wasscratched.
b. I boughta truck. #The hubcap wasscratched.

(8)

Thesamelogic thatexplains(8a)asaninstanceof bridgingpredictsthat(8b)ought
to beequallygood:thereisnoobviousreasonto supposethatahoodisany morefa-
miliar thanahubcap.Yetthereisamarkeddifferencein acceptability. Furthermore,
thatdifferenceseemsto beconnectedto thefactthattruckstypically haveonly one
hood,but four hubcaps,i.e.,a failureof uniqueness.

A mani walkedinto a room.
Thenawomanwalkedinto theroom.
Themani beganto speak.

(9)

A mani walkedinto a room.
Thenasecondmanwalkedinto theroom.
#Themani beganto speak.

(10)

Similarly, thesamelogic thatexplains(9) asaninstanceof anindefiniterendering
a discoursereferentfamiliar oughtto predictthat thedefinitein (10) is acceptable,
sincetheintendedreferentof thedefinitedescriptionpresumablyremainssufficient-
ly familiar.Thekey difference,of course,is thatin (9)thereisauniqueman,whereas
in (10),therearetwoeffectivelyindistinguishablemen.Onceagain,uniquenessplays
animportantrole.

Thusfamiliarity is not a sufficient condition for the useof a definitede-
scription.

In addition,familiarity isnotevenanecessaryconditionfor thefelicitoususe
of adefinite.

(11) Pleasego into my bedroomandbring me the bagof chipsthat is lying on
thebed.

BirnerandWard(1994,1998)notethatthereis noplausiblebridginginferencethat
canbeaccommodatedhere,sincebedsdonot regularlyhavebagsof chipsonthem.
Yet (11)canbeperfectlyacceptableevenif thereis nopresumptionthatthelistener
hasany previousacquaintancewith thebagof chips. Thebestthatcanbesaidfor a
familiarity storyis that(11)presupposesthat if theaddresseewereto first obey the
requestto go into thebedroom,thentherewould bea bagof chipsthat would be
familiarby virtueof beingmanifestlysalientin thenon-linguisticcontext.

Finally, superlatives provide a highly productive expressiontype that is
obligatorily definite but that doesnot requirethe slightestdegreeof familiarity:
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we can confidently speak of the second smartest person in the US without having
any idea of who that might be. Some care is necessary here, since there is still an
existence presupposition; as a result, a suitable referent must be accommodated if
one is not already present in the discourse model. But existence is quite different
from any intuitive notion of familiarity.

In view of these facts, I will assume that no obvious extension of familiarity
is either necessary or sufficient for licensing of the definite determiner.

2.3.Normal(i.e.,non-relational)definitedescriptionshavea uniquenesspresuppo-
sition.Uniqueness is usually associated with Russell (1905), though it was not until
Strawson (1950) that it was generally recognized that the uniqueness implications
must be presuppositions rather than at-issue entailments. I follow Kadmon (1987,
1990, 2001), Roberts (2003), and Abbott (1999, 2001b), among others, in assuming
that definite descriptions have a uniqueness presupposition. Unlike those authors,
however, I do not claim that all definites have a uniqueness presupposition; in partic-
ular, pronouns are not required to satisfy uniqueness, at least, not in the sense devel-
oped below.

On uniqueness accounts, a use of a definite description is felicitous only if
there is a unique object that satisfies the descriptive content of the NP. For instance,
uniqueness does not care whether the listener was previously acquainted with the bag
of chips in (11) (i.e., familiarity is not crucial), but does require that there be at most
one easily discernible bag of chips resting on the bed. Thus if there were two bags
of chips side by side lying on the bed, the utterance would have been infelicitous.

Now, whether a description picks out a unique object or not depends on
how wide a range of objects it is compared to. Kadmon (Kadmon 1987; 1990; 2001,
chapter 4) argues that definites must be unique in an absolute sense, i.e., unique (in
effect) in the world. The fact that it is possible to use a definite description such as
the man in a world with millions of men seems to be a glaring counterexample, but
Kadmon permits accommodation of silent material at the level of logical form that
renders the description absolutely unique.

The more common solution, and the one I will adopt here, relativizes unique-
ness to the discourse situation. Gundel et al. (1993:277) provide an influential ver-
sion, which they call ‘identifiability’: a description is UNIQUELY IDENTIFIABLE if “the
addressee can identify the speaker’s intended referent on the basis of the nom-
inal alone”.

Identifiability is the notion that Birner and Ward favor for explaining (11):
(11) will be felicitous just in case the listener would be able to reliably determine the
identity of the exact bag of chips the speaker had in mind based only on the informa-
tion present in the description. If there had been more than one bag of chips lying on
the bed, this requirement would not be met, since nothing in the description allows
the listener to chose between multiple bags. Thus under certain circumstances, iden-
tifiability entails uniqueness.

Well-known examples show that identifiability must not be construed as
practical identifiability .
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(12) I wonder who the spy is?

Clearly, (12) can be felicitously uttered in a context in which we have evidence that
a spy exists, without there being any way of telling which of several suspects is the
actual spy. Nevertheless, it is possible to argue that the identifiability criterion has
been met, as long as exactly one of the relevant candidates satisfies the criteria of ap-
plicability of the noun spy. This is a peculiar situation, though: the descriptive con-
tent provides enough information to identify the intended referent, but provides no
practical way to use that information to pick out a referent in the situation at hand.

One popular way to resolve this puzzle is to suppose that the discourse par-
ticipants construct a new discourse referent corresponding to the spy, and if later in-
formation reveals that the spy is identical to some other individual under discussion,
the two discourse referents are merged. Since we have seen that definite descriptions
do not in general require familiarity, it is unproblematic for a use of a definite de-
scription to create a new discourse referent; if so, then (contra Heim (1982)) definite
descriptions (especially superlatives) can be used to introduce novel entities into the
discourse.

At this point, we are ready to state a working approximation of the relevant
felicity condition for the use of a definite description.

(13) Discourse uniqueness: for normal, productive uses of the definite determiner,
there must be at most one entity in the discourse model that satisfies the
descriptive content of its nominal complement.

This is very close in spirit to Gundel et al.’s and Birner and Ward’s notion of unique-
ly identifiable, as well as Roberts’ (2003) notion of informational uniqueness. Ob-
viously, whether or not a description satisfies discourse uniqueness depends strongly
on how fluidly discourse models are allowed to vary from moment to moment. We
will have occasion below to consider this question in more detail, and though we will
make some progress in constraining it, it will remain a major point of mushiness in
the theory.

For now, I will make two brief comments. First, I will assume the usual
elaboration with respect to singular versus plural nominals: a singular definite
description must refer to a unique atomic entity (or in the case of a mass predicate, a
unique aggregate), and a plural definite description must refer to a unique collective
entity. Thus themenmust refer to the mereological sum of all of the men present
in the discourse model (what Hawkins (1978) calls inclusiveness, and what various
other authors call maximality).

Second, Gundel et al. explicitly claim that their version of uniqueness
(uniquely identifiable) is a necessary condition not only on definite descriptions,
but also on demonstratives and pronouns. This is puzzling, since pronouns certainly
do not satisfy discourse uniqueness. True, circumstances may render an intended
referent uniquely identifiable, as when the speaker points at an individual at the very
moment that she utters the pronoun in the sentence She is themurderer!. But even
in such cases the intended referent is by no means identifiable, to use Gundel et al.’s
own phrase, “on the basis of of the nominal alone”, i.e., by virtue of satisfying the
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descriptivecontentof theNP—afterall,afemininepronouncanbefelicitouslyused
in a roomfull of women,all of whomsatisfythedescriptivecontentof she.

ThusI will assumethat discourseuniquenessis a necessaryandsufficient
conditionfor all productiveusesof thedefinitedeterminer(temporarilysuspending
considerationof the constructionunderinvestigation, i.e., possessive definitede-
scriptions).

3. Data: Possessive weak definites
Given that we expect definite descriptionsin general to satisfy a uniqueness
requirement,wearenow in apositionto askthefollowing empiricalquestion:

(14) Mustpossessivedefinitedescriptionssatisfyuniqueness?

Themethodologicalproblemwith addressingthisquestionisthatit dependsoniden-
tifying whatmusthavebeenin thediscoursemodelof theinterlocutors.If discourse
participantshave sufficientlyimpoverisheddiscoursemodelsthatcontainreferents
for only averyfew entities,thenauniquenessrequirementbecomestrivially easyto
satisfy. Unfortunately,it isnotalwayseasytodetermineempiricallywhatobjectsare
presentin adiscourserepresentation.

Nevertheless,it maybepossibletocomebysomemoreor lesspersuasivein-
directevidence.For instance,if thespeaker(author)mentionsanentityimmediately
beforeor immediatelyafter theutterancein question,that canconstituteevidence
thatthoseotherentitiesmusthavebeenpartof thespeaker’sdiscoursemodel. Less
persuasive,butstill worthconsidering,areoccasionsonwhichthepragmaticsstrong-
ly suggestthepresenceof severalindistinguishableentitiesthatsatisfythecontentof
thedescriptionin question.

3.1. Singular possessive head nouns. The most persuasive examplesare thosein
which the discourseitself mentionsor entailsthe existenceof multiple entities
satisfyingthedescriptivecontentof thedefinite.

(15) The baby’s fully-developed hand
wrappeditself aroundthe finger of the
surgeon.

Thecaptionin (15)describedthephotographdisplayedhere. Theindex fingeroc-
cupiesthe largestportionof the image,yet otherfingersbelongingto thesurgeon
areclearlyvisibleandpresumablypartof any naturaldiscoursemodelfor thissitu-
ation.
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(16) Takescissorsandcutthe finger of the latex glove off atthebaseof thefinger.
Thefingeryoucutdependson thesizeof theglove…

In thisexample,thecontinuationexplicitly recognizesthattheglovewill havemore
thanonefinger. The fingershave propertiesthat allow them to be distinguished
(namely, size),but sizeis notmentionedin theoriginaldescription.

(17) Did studentsnoticeanythingaboutthecategorieson the side and the top of
the chart?

This questionappearsundera chartwhoseleft andright sideareequallyvisible,
thoughtherearecategory labelsalongonly thetop andtheleft side. Basedon the
factthatthechartclearlyhastwo sides,it is difficult to avoid concludingthatmore
thanonesidemustbepresentin thediscoursemodel.

(18) In the centerof the room is a large stonecube,about10 feet on a side.
Engravedon the side of the cube is somelettering.– Zork 2.

Thefactthatcubeshavesix sidesinitially evokesanimageof a cuberestingon the
floor. Mentioningthefactthatthesidesall havethesamedimensionemphasizesthe
initial indistinguishabilityof thefour sides.Nevertheless,thisdoesnot preventthe
writer from usingtheweakdefinitethesideof thecube.

(19) Tie oneendof a pieceof string to the corner of the cardboard with the
picture. Tie theotherendto thesamecornerof theotherpieceof cardboard
with thelabel.

Giventhesecondsentence,thepicturedistinguishesonepieceof cardboardfromthe
onethathasthelabelon it. Theuseof sameemphasizesthatthefour cornersof the
first pieceof cardboardwereindistinguishable(andequallysuitable)until thepiece
of stringis attached.Presumablytheinitial discoursemodelprovidesfour initially
indistinguishablecorners.

(20) As youknow, I didn’t expectto bethe parent of a hyperactive child.

Sincethissentenceis spokenby a husbandto hiswife, thereis noescapingthefact
that theremustbe discoursereferentsfor two distinct individualswho satisfythe
contentof thedescription.

Not quite so compelling,but still worth mentioning,areexamplesthat in-
volvesituationsin whichwecannaturallysupposethereareseveralentitiessatisfy-
ing thedescriptivecontentof thedescription.

(21) Peopleweresayingthataplanehadhit the side of the other tower.
(22) TheRoundTower:Locatedat the corner of the cathedral.
(23) Removeall theobjectsto discover thereallycoolartifactthatthearchaeolo-

gistsfoundburiedin the corner of the Pharaoh’s tomb!
(24) Moonskinnedhim andthrew thebodyin the corner of the smokehouse.
(25) Look for thehugeWhaleon the side of the building,
(26) AlexandertheGreatwascrossingthedesertonhisdonkey. Suddenlythe leg

of the donkey buckledandit fell.

Basedon theseand other similar examples,I concludethat possessive
definitescanbeweak.
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3.2. Plural head nouns. If the nominal property is plural, discourseuniqueness
normallyrequiresthatthedescriptionasawholemustreferto thesumof all entities
that satisfy the propertydenotedby the nominal. Thus a normal plural definite
descriptionsuchasthe men canonlybeusedin acontext in whichit clearlyrefersto
themaximalsetof men. A useof a pluralpossessivedefinitedescriptioncountsas
weak,then,if it isusedin acontext in whichit referstoapropersubsetof theobjects
thatsatisfyits content.

Onceagain,I begin with examplesin which thediscourseexplicitly entails
thefailureof discourseuniqueness.

(27) Thetermdoublecrushdescribes…A typeof fractureor otherinjury resulting
from beingdrivenoverby the two wheels of a car or other vehicle.

It is reasonablyclearfrom context thatthesituationthespeakerhasin mindiswhen
a personlying on thegroundis hit eitherby theright front wheelfollowedby the
right rearwheel,or by theleft front wheelfollowedby theleft rearwheel.In either
case,thevehiclein questionhasat leastfour wheels,but thepluraldefiniterefersto
only two of them.

(28) But, the two fingers of a woman’s hand quickly stuck in the eyesof the
offenderaremoreeffectivethan…

Thereis no suggestionthat the womenin questionhave any lessthanthe normal
complementof fingers. The intention,presumably, is to encouragethe listenerto
imaginetwo fingers(in fact,specificallytheindex andthemiddlefinger)extended
in aneye-wideV-shapewith therestof thefingerscurledunder–but thesedetailsare
certainlynot includedin thedescription.

(29) In contrast,for ThCl4 (i) two tetragonalcrystalstructureshavebeenreported,
in whicheachTh atomshareswith its neighborseightchlorineatomson the
corners of a dodecahedron.

Theregulardodecahedronis thePlatonicsolid composedof 20 vertices,30 edges,
and12 pentagonalfaces,so the eight chlorineatoms,with or without the thorine
atom,occupy only someof thecorners.

In the following set,pragmaticsstrongly suggeststhat the plural posses-
sive definitedescriptionrefersto a propersubsetof the entitiessatisfyingthe de-
scription.

(30) PROCEDUREB: 1.Placetheedgeof apieceof paperbetweenthe pages of
a book.

(31) This magnifieris extremelythin, andit slipseasilybetweenthe pages of a
book.

(32) Dry theslideby puttingit betweenthe pages of a book of Bibulous paper.

Theseexamplessuggestthat even with plural headnominals,possessive definite
descriptionscanrefer to a propersubsetof theentitiesthat satisfythedescriptive
contentof theNP.
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3.3.Definitepossessors.Most, though not all, of the examples of weak definites
above, as well as those in Poesio (1994), contain an indefinite as the object of the
genitive of . However, it is not difficult to find examples in which the possessor NP
is definite:

(33) About a mile up the road I could see a group of people chipping away at a
rock formation along the side of the road.

(34) There was the side of the mountain on one side of me and plenty of trees
and a creek on the other.

(35) … whom human eyes could not see raised himself on crutches in the corner
of the room;

(36) …and experience his glory without those stupid freakin’ads in the corner of
the page!!

(37) …and it took him several minutes to reach the refrigerator nestled in the
corner of the kitchen.

(38) …simply placing it in the hopper provided for the purpose at the side of the
Clerk’s desk in the House Chamber.

(39) … the archaeologists provided a pleasant surprise for tourists and went
through the side of the hill.

(40) Then one of them accidentally breaks a small hole through the side of the box
and some light comes through.

(41) It is safer to mount and dismount towards the side of the road, rather than in
the middle of traffic.

Note that (41) is carefully stated so as to apply equally in the case when the bicycle
rider happens to be riding on either the right side of the road or on the left side (as
when riding on a one-way street). If so, then the author was consciously aware that
roads have two sides, in which case the use of the possessive definite is weak.

Apparently a use of a possessive definite description can be weak whether
the object of the genitive of is indefinite or not.

3.4.Are weakreadingsrestrictedto possessivedefinitedescriptions?This section
has two purposes: to elaborate on the structure of possessive definite descriptions,
and to support the conjecture that only descriptions involving the genuine genitive
of systematically give rise to weak uses.

Following, e.g., Barker (1995) and Partee (1997), I assume that just as
verbs have intransitive and transitive uses, so too do nouns have non-relational and
relational uses. Conceptually, dining, eating, and devouring all entail the existence
of an object that gets consumed. Yet even assuming the statements in (42) describe
the same event, the presence of an overt direct object can be prohibited, optional, or
required, depending on the specific lexical item involved.

INTRANSITIVE TRANSITIVE

a. We dined. *We dined the pizza.
b. We ate. We ate the pizza.
c. *We devoured. We devoured the pizza.

(42)
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In the nominal domain, whether or not a noun is used relationally is at least partly
a syntactic matter, and can even be idiosyncratically determined on a per-predicate
basis, just as for verbal transitivity. Obligatorily transitive verbs such as devour are
rare, and obligatorily relational nouns are at least as rare; however, Quine mentions
sake as a nominal predicate that cannot occur without an overt possessor:

NON-RELATIONAL RELATIONAL PRENOMINAL POSSESSIVE

a. the stranger *the stranger of John *John’s stranger
b. the enemy the enemy of John John’s enemy
c. *the sake the sake of John John’s sake

(43)

At the conceptual level, qualifying as a stranger, an enemy, or a sake requires the ex-
istence of some object that stands in a certain relation to the described object. After
all, someone who is a stranger to John may be well known to me, likewise for an
enemy, and doing something for John’s sake very different than doing it for my sake.
Nevertheless, despite the fact that a possessor argument is conceptually obligatory
for all three predicates, it is not possible to express the relatum for stranger overtly,
either by means of a genitive of phrase or even by means of a prenominal possessive;
overt expression of the relational argument is optional for enemy, and obligatory for
sake.

It will be important in what follows to distinguish the genitive of from other
uses, which can be tricky:

a. a student of Mary TRUE GENITIVE OF

b. a student of Mary’s “DOUBLE GENITIVE”
(44)

The genitive phrase in (44a) and the so-called double-genitive in (44b) are usually
considered minor variants,and in some analyses one is derived from the other syntac-
tically. But Barker (1998) argues that these are actually quite different constructions;
to give just one argument, the true genitive of requires a relational head noun, and
is incompatible with an inherently non-relational concept such as stick. The double-
genitive construction, however, is fine:

a. *a stick of Mary
b. a stick of Mary’s

(45)

In fact, in Barker (1998), I argue the of in (44b) and (45b) is actually a partitive of .
Since I claim here that only the true genitive of systematically gives rise to weak
interpretations, the prediction is that the double-genitive cannot receive a weak
interpretation, and that prediction is borne out:

a. I met the student of a famous linguist last night at a restaurant.
b. *I met the student of a famous linguist’s last night at a restau-

rant.

(46)

It is difficult to assess the status of (46b) with respect to uniqueness, since according
to my 1998 analysis, the indefinite possessor phrase a famous linguist also violates
the Partitive Constraint, and hence is infelicitous in any situation. But even using
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an examplewith a definite possessor(which would at leastsatisfy the Partitive
Constraint),thedouble-genitiveconstructionstill cannotreceiveaweakreading:

a. The baby’s fully-developed hand wrappeditself around the
finger of the surgeon. (= (15))

b. *The baby’s fully-developedhand wrappeditself around the
finger of the surgeon’s

(47)

Thedatasuggeststhat possessive definitessystematicallyhave weakuses,
andotherdefinitesinvolving prepositionalphrases—even othersensesof of —in
generaldonot.

3.5.A morphosyntactic test:existential thereand ‘conceptual generics’.Theideathat
theexistentialthere constructionis sensitive to definiteness—oreventhat theclass
of NPsallowedin theconstructionconstituteanaturalclass—hasremainedcontro-
versialeversinceMilsark (1977).Nevertheless,mostdefinitesresistoccurringin the
constructionundernormalcircumstances(e.g.,There is {a man}/{*the man} stand-
ing in the garden). Thereforeit is interestingto notethatpossessiveweakdefinites
seemto occurin theconstructionrathereasily, supportingtheclaim that they have
weakinterpretations.Theseexamplesarefrom Woisetschlaeger(1983):

(48) Thereis the outline of a human face hiddenin thispuzzle.
(49) Therewasthe wedding picture of a young black couple amonghispapers.
(50) Suddenly, therewerethe words of a madman tumblingoutof hismouth.

Poesio(1994)andMcNally (1998)alsoobservethatpossessiveweakdefinitesoccur
aspivot NPsin the existential there construction.Furthermore,it is easyto find
additionalnaturally-occurringexamples.Herearea few:

(51) Therewasthe side of a bear attachedto awoodenspitoverafire.
(52) Therewasthe corner of a Strat card barelystickingoutof hermouth…
(53) …andthentherewasthe corner of a table jabbingmein theleg beforewe

hit my bedandcollapsed…
(54) Hediscoveredthattherewasthe point of a new tooth stickingout.
(55) Almost instantly therewas the barrel of a twelve-gauge shotgun in my

stomach.
(56) Therewasthe wife of a clergyman my motherusedto tell of…
(57) Beneathhis fragile form, therewas the soul of a lion, and his lips, when

compressed,revealedaniron determination.

The easeof finding this data and its naturalnesssuggeststhat the potential for
possessiveweakdefinitesto occurin theexistentialthere constructionissystematic.
What this shows dependson what you think the existential there constructionis
sensitive to:eitherit showsthatpossessivedefinitedescriptionsmaynot bedefinite
afterall,or,asI assumehere,thattheexistentialthere constructioniscompatiblewith
at leastsomedefinitedescriptions(namely, theweakones!).In any case,possessive
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weak definites do not pattern like typical definites with respect to this construction.
Woisetschlaeger claims that a possessive definite description must be a

‘conceptual generic’ in order to receive a weak interpretation, and Ward and Birner
(1995) endorse this generalization, connecting it with Prince’s (1981) notion of a
containing inferable. Ward and Birner explicitly predict that if the word wedding
is removed from (49), the result will be infelicitous, on the theory that (49) depends
on there being a conventional relationship between couples and their official wed-
ding picture. However, it is easy to find counterexamples to Ward and Birner’s spe-
cific claim:

(58) And there was the picture of a boy I had known slightly in high school
(59) There was the picture of a pseudosphere…
(60) Histologically there was the picture of a necrotizing granulomatous

bronchopneumonia.

Surely we do not generically expect boys that the speaker had known slightly in high
school to be associated with some particular type of picture. I take it that although
generic associations may promote the use of a possessive weak definite, they are not
a requirement.

3.6. Other sporadic exceptions to uniqueness: a productivity criterion. Ward and
Birner (1995) argue that uniqueness is not a necessary condition for the use of a
definite description.

[To a spouse, in a room with three equally salient windows.]
It’s hot. Could you please open the window? (Birner and Ward)

(61)

Birner and Ward remark that when uniqueness fails, as in (61), the referent must
not be “relevantly differentiable in context”, i.e., the speaker must be indifferent
as to which window is opened. If definite descriptions are generally excused from
uniqueness just in cases of speaker indifference, this could potentially explain
possessive weak definites, if it turns out that they uniformly display indifference.

But it is not clear that Birner and Ward’s indifference principle generalizes.
(See also Birner and Ward’s (1994) discussion of examples like take the elevator,
take the bus; Abbott (2001a) includes them in a “small group of problematic cases”
for uniqueness.)

(62) [To a guest, offering a bowl of apples] #Please eat the apple.

Even if the host is completely indifferent as to which apple gets eaten, (62) cannot be
used to mean ‘please eat an apple’. Another clue that uses like (61) are idiosyncratic
is that they do not easily tolerate modification. If there are four windows, two short
and two tall, it is infelicitous to say #Could you please open the tall window?, even
if the speaker is indifferent as to which tall window is opened.

In contrast, possessive weak definites are highly productive, and easily
allow modifiers:

(63) …as much as a doctor who repairs the broken finger of a killer.
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(64) We are told by the photographer that this is the rear wheel of a 1959 Ford
Fairlane.

Note that whether examples like (61) are truly exceptional or systematic does not
affect the main empirical claim of this paper, namely, that possessive definite
descriptions are productively and systematically capable of weak interpretations;
nor does the proper treatment of these examples have any obvious implications for
whether the proposed treatment of the possessive examples is correct.

3.7.Summary of the data.Possessive definite descriptions allow weak interpretations
with a wide range of lexical items, both singular and plural, as long as the nominal
predicate is relational and the preposition involved is the true genitive of . They
take modification without giving up their ability to give rise to weak readings,
suggesting a high degree of productivity. They often but not always occur with an
indefinite possessor (object of the genitive of ), and they often but not always have a
generic flavor.

In sum, unlike other sporadic semi-productive exceptions to uniqueness,
weak interpretations for possessive definite descriptions are systematic, productive,
natural, and common enough to pose a challenge to every theory of definiteness I am
aware of. In any case, the phenomenon certainly seems to be systematic enough to
deserve an explanation.

4. Analysis: the uniqueness presupposition tracks function composition

4.1. Degenerate models and hypoindividuation. One way to reconcile discourse
uniqueness with the behavior of possessive weak definites involves making some-
what radical assumptions about the nature of the discourse models against which
expressions are evaluated. If the model somehow contains only one entity satisfying
the descriptive content of the expression in question, then discourse uniqueness will
be satisfied after all. The opportunity for considering this type of approach comes
from the slipperiness inherent in the notion of a discourse model. However, we shall
see that a purely ontological approach makes predictions that are too strong. In par-
ticular, such a solution does not explain why possessive definite descriptions behave
differently than other types of definite NPs.

The specific theory I will discuss here is due to Nunberg (1984), which I
call HYPOINDIVIDUATION: the idea is to include in the discourse model only as many
individuals as required for conversational purposes.

(65) I drive a Ford Falcon, and Tom drives the same car. (Nunberg)

In the real world, the car that Tom drives and the car that I drive are different: they
have different locations, different owners, etc. But if our conversational purpose is
to compare different makes and models of car, the properties that distinguish my
car from Tom’s are irrelevant, and Nunberg supposes that the discourse model will
contain exactly one Ford Falcon in it. That is why it is possible to use the word same
above in (65).
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(66) #I was driving down 101 when my Ford Falcon smashed into the same car.

In contrast, when describing a car crash, previously irrelevant properties such as
ownership or the direction of travel become highly relevant, and I cannot use (66) to
report hitting another Ford Falcon.

The potential explanation for possessive weak definites, then, is that the prop-
erties that distinguish between the four corners of an intersection are irrelevant: all
that matters is whether they are corners on a busy intersection. Then by the hypoindi-
viduation principle, there will be just one corner in the model, and the possessive
weak definite satisfies discourse uniqueness.

There is something disturbingly radical, yet seductively appealing about
hypoindividuation. However, hypoindividuation has a number of serious problems
if we try to use it to predict the distribution of the definite determiner.

(67) I drive a Ford Falcon, and Tom drives the Ford Falcon too.

To the extent that the definite determiner in (67) is acceptable, it is a generic use,
and not referential. But if there is exactly one Ford Falcon in the discourse model,
and discourse uniqueness is relative to the entities in the discourse model, we would
expect the definite in (67) to be perfectly fine with a normal referential reading,
contrary to fact.

Second, we should expect uses of same in possessive weak definites in paral-
lel with Nunberg’s example in (65). Imagine a conference at which I am introduced
to Ray Jackendoff. All I know about him is that he is a student of Chomsky’s. I re-
port the event by stating that I met the student of a famous linguist. There is no im-
plication that the famous linguist in question has only one student, so this is a weak
definite. On the hypoindividuation hypothesis, the explanation is that the properties
that distinguish among Chomsky’s students are irrelevant for conversational purpos-
es, and therefore there is exactly one Chomsky student in the discourse model.

Now imagine that I learn that my friend Tom met Barbara Partee, who also
was a student of Chomsky’s.

(68) I met the student of a famous linguist, and Tom met the same student.

This sentence certainly does not have the same kind of interpretation as (65), con-
trary to what we should expect if there is somehow only one student in the discourse
model.

Furthermore, imagine that I am explaining why I ran out of handouts at
my talk.

(69) The speaker before me and the speaker after me were both the student of a
certain famous linguist.

I take it that this is an acceptable description. But the presence of both requires
the presence of exactly two entities in the discourse model, each of which has the
property of being the student of a famous linguist. If so, then the definiteness of the
student of a famous linguist cannot be explained by hypoindividuation.

Thus even assuming that hypoindividuation is the right explanation for (65)
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and (68) (though see Lasersohn (2000) for an alternative and discussion), applying
hypoindividuation to possessive weak definites is highly problematic, and I will not
consider it further here.

4.2. Motivating function composition. Since the proposal below relies on a novel
use of function composition, it is necessary to say what function composition is
and motivate its relevance for natural language analysis. The composition of two
functions f and g, written as f •g, is defined as in (70):

(70) Function composition: f •g ≡ λx.f (gx)

This definition gives rise to the simple theorem given in (8).

(71) Theorem: (f •g)h = (λx.f (gx))h = f (gh)

For instance, (log•sqrt)(10000) = (λx.log(sqrt(x)))(10000) = log(sqrt(10000)) =
log(86) = 2.

In other words, function composition allows the order in which functional
application is performed to be rearranged without disturbing the final outcome. For
instance, given Montague’s generalized-quantifier treatment of quantificational NPs,
a sentence like Everyone saw Mary would normally have the functional structure
everyone(saw(mary)), in which the transitive verb and its direct object form a con-
stituent both syntacticallyand semantically. When computing the semanticvalue, the
denotation of the verb is first applied to the denotation of the direct object, and then
the denotation of the subject is applied to the previously computed denotation of the
verb phrase.

But if we allow functional composition, we can compose the subject with
the verb first: (everyone•saw)(mary) = (λx.everyone(saw(x)))(mary) = everyone
(saw (mary )). In other words, with function composition, we have the option of
combining the subject with the transitive verb first if we have some reason to do
so. The final denotation is the same, only the order of semantic combination has
been changed.

Function composition has been proposed as an explanation for a number of
linguistic phenomena, including non-constituent coordination (Steedman (1985),
Dowty (1988, 1997)), Antecedent-Contained Deletion (Jacobson (1992)), functional
questions (Jacobson (1999)), quantifier scope alternations (Steedman (2000)), and
more. I will concentrate here on non-constituent coordination, for two reasons:
unlike the other phenomena just mentioned, I am unaware of any viable alternative
explanation besides function composition; and we shall see below in section 4.4 that
non-constituent coordination provides an empirical argument in favor of the analysis
proposed here for possessive weak definites.

Coordination traditionally is one of the more robust tests for constituency: if
an expression can be coordinated, then it is presumed to be a constituent. However,
coordination can sometimes give highly counter-intuitive results with respect
to constituency:
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a. John ate [rice yesterday] and [beans today].
b. Mary gave [a book to John] and [a record to Bill].
c. [John read] and [Mary criticized] an article by Bill.

(72)

The perfectly natural examples in (72) challenge the commonly held assumption that
coordination requires each conjunct to at least be a constituent. But given a suitably
constrained theory of function composition (see Steedman (1985) and Dowty
(1988, 1997) for details), we can understand the sense in which the conjuncts are
in fact perfectly coherent constituents: not in terms of syntactic function/argument
structure, but in terms of composed functions. For instance, in the right node raising
example in (72c), the denotation of John read and Mary criticized will be j•read
and m•criticized, respectively. On these analyses, then, the phenomenon ought to
be called ‘non-syntactic-constituent coordination’.

4.3. Function composition in possessive definite descriptions. Once we allow func-
tion composition, we have two possible analyses for possessive definites. Choosing
f = [[the]], g = [[corner]] and h = [[of the intersection]], we have

(73) f (g(h)) = (f •g)(h) = the(corner(of-the-intersection))
= (the • corner)(of-the-intersection)

Thus in the presence of function composition there are two distinct ways of
composing the meaning of a possessive definite description.

a. the [corner [of a busy intersection]] NORMAL UNIQUENESS

b. [the • corner] [of a busy intersection] POSSESSIVE WEAK DEFINITE

(74)

I propose that the first analysis, the one without functional composition, gives rise
to normal uniqueness presuppositions, as when (74) is the answer to a question like
Which site shall we choose, the corner near the subway stop or the corner on the
quiet side street? The rule in (13) correctly predicts there must be a unique corner
in (74a).

On the second analysis, the determiner combines first with the relational
noun corner, and then with the prepositional phrase. According to discourse unique-
ness (as given in (13)), then, the requirement is that the relation named by the noun
corner must be unique in comparison with the set of relations relevant for intersec-
tions: the corner, not the middle or the edge. Since the uniqueness presupposition
is attached to the relational noun, the NP as a whole is not required to have a unique
referent, and a weak interpretation ensues.

The remainder of this section provides some additional technical details con-
cerning one concrete implementation of this approach in the style of a combinatory
categorial grammar. A discussion of how the uniqueness presupposition fits into the
picture is delayed until section 4.5.

To begin with, we have the truth-conditional content of the definite determin-
er in normal uses:
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Normal the:
Syntax Semantics
NP/N f (a choice function)

(75)

Assume that the denotes a choice function f . (That is, f maps any set of entities P to
an individual x ∈ P; see the papers in Egli and von Heusinger (1995) for motivation
for treating determiners as choice functions.) Here is how this interpretation works:

Simple, normal, non-possessive definite description:
the     man
NP/N    N
-----------
    NP

Denotation: f (man) = some specific man

(76)

The description picks out a specific man.
Now we can consider an example involving a postnominal genitive (i.e., a

possessive definite description):

Normal possessive definite:

the              student   of a certain linguist
                           ---------------------
NP/N                R              N\R
                 -------------------------------
                               N  
------------------------------------------------
                    NP

Denotation: f (student(a-certain-linguist))
= some specific student of the relevant linguist

(77)

The relational noun student combines with the genitive of -phrase resulting in a prop-
erty corresponding to the set of individuals who are the student of a certain linguist.
The determiner combines with this set to select one individual from this set.

At this point we are ready to derive the weak use of a possessive definite. In
a combinatory categorial grammar, since expressions combine with one argument at
a time, it is convenient to use a curried version of function composition. Jacobson
(1999:130) provides a suitable operator that she calls the Geach rule. Simplifying
slightly, this operator shifts an expression of syntactic category A/B into an expres-
sion of category (A/(B\C))/C. Semantically, it shifts a denotation f to λgh.f (gh).
Starting with the syntax and semantics in (75), and instantiating A = NP, B = N, and
C = R, we have the following version of the ready to combine with a relational nom-
inal:

Geach(the):
Syntax Semantics
(NP/(N\R))/R λgh.f (gh)

(78)
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Although I have given the result of applying the Geach rule as if produced a second
sense for the, in fact, the Geach rule applies freely, in order, e.g., to build function-
composed structures for non-constituent coordination. Thus the expression in (78)
is just one instantiation, and should not be interpreted as claiming that the has two
lexically specified distinct meanings in the way that, say, of has a genitive use and a
partitive use.

The Geached the enters into derivations such as the following:

Possessive definite description:

the              student   of a certain linguist
                           ---------------------
(NP/(N\R))/R        R               N\R
------------------------
       NP/(N\R)
------------------------------------------------
                    NP

Denotation: (f •student)(a-certain-linguist)
= f (student(a-certain-linguist))
= some specific student of the relevant linguist

(79)

Once again, we arrive at a specific individual who has the property of being the
student of a particular linguist. As far as the contribution to (non-presupposed) truth
conditions is concerned, this order of combination gives the same result as in (77),
as desired.

4.4. Non-constituent coordination of determiners plus relational predicates. If one
strong motivation for positing function composition in linguistic analysis is that it
enables non-constituent coordination, and if possessive weak definites arise through
function composition, then we should expect that it is possible to coordinate con-
juncts consisting of a sequence of the followed by a relational nominal, even though
they do not form a constituent in terms of syntactic function/argument structure.
This prediction is borne out:

(80) The anterior branches run forward to the side and the forepart of the chest,
supplying the skin and the mamma.

(81) Turn the lights off and observe the light beam from the side and the end of
the container.

(82) A new method to join the side and the bottom of the drum is to make a
round fold, see fig. 1.1.

(83) Ixia was able to support our testing on both the edge and the core of the
network.

(84) This leather shield stands between the side and the top of the slide
(85) … that the initial breaking point was at the connection between the side and

the top of our bridge.
(86) There was about a four foot wide space between the side and the top so the

children could see out across Disneyland.
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(87) … the 90 degree edge between the side and the top of the base.

It is possible, of course, that the constituency for, e.g., (87) is [the side] and [the top
of the base], in which case two complete NPs have been coordinated and there is no
non-constituent coordination. However, the fact that the context forces the side to
be interpreted as the side of the base favors the non-constituent coordination analy-
sis. In any case, these data are exactly as expected on the function composition anal-
ysis.

4.5. Explaining weak uses: separating presuppositions from syntactic structure. In
broad strokes, what function composition does is allow a certain discrepancy be-
tween constituency as determined by syntactic and semantic function/argument
structure (i.e., the traditional notion of constituency) versus constituency as deter-
mined by the order in which meaningful elements combine during the computation
of the final result (what I will call “compositional constituency”).

The new idea suggested here is the possibility that presuppositions might
apply based on the compositional constituency rather than on the underlying
function/argument structure.

Typically, lexical presuppositions apply to that lexical item’s syntactic ar-
gument. For instance, the predicate realize presupposes the truth of its sentential
complement (I realized that I was right). But suppose that the presupposition trig-
gered by a use of the definite determiner applies to the first semantic object it com-
bines with:

(88) Presupposition of the (uniform across all productive uses): the descriptive
content of the first argument of the must pick out no more than one object in
the discourse model.

What turns out to be the “first argument” depends on whether function composition
has applied or not. When the remains unshifted, as in (77), the first argument will be
the complete nominal, and the uniqueness presupposition will require that the NP as
a whole describes a unique object in the discourse model.

When the shifts via function composition, its first argument will be the
relational nominal, as diagramed in (79). As a result, there is no presupposition
associated with the property corresponding to student of a certain linguist, since this
string isn’t even a compositional constituent in (79). Therefore, on this derivation,
the student of a certain linguist is compatible with a discourse model in which the
linguist in question has more than one student, yielding a weak use of the definite.

But there is (by hypothesis) still a uniqueness presupposition:specifically ,the
content of the relational noun must pick out no more than one object in the domain
of discourse. At this point it is necessary to say more about what it means for a
relation to satisfy the discourse uniqueness requirement.

It is tempting to say that a relation will count as satisfying uniqueness just
in case it maps each individual onto a single relatum, i.e., just in case the relation
corresponds to a function over individuals. This can’t be the right analysis, however,
for several reasons already given above:first, in an example like the corner of a busy
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intersection, I have argued above that all four of the intersection’scorners are equally
salient, so there is no suitable function over individuals available; furthermore,
appealing to a principle of indifference is not adequate in general. Second, even
when the head noun is plural, the description as a whole can describe a proper subset
of the class of described individuals, as when the expression between the pages of
a book is used in a situation in which books have more than two pages.

Therefore I will assume that relational nouns denote exactly the sort of
object that their syntax suggests: functions from individuals to nominal meanings,
i.e., functions from individuals to sets of individuals (semantic type 〈e, 〈e, t〉〉). For
instance, the relational noun corner maps each intersection onto a property that is
true of that intersection’s four corners. So somehow it is this sort of function that
we must evaluate with respect to the discourse uniqueness requirement.

One possibility is that it simply doesn’t make sense to ask whether a relation
is unique, so that a relational noun like corner or student satisfies uniqueness merely
by failing to violate it. If so, then the explanation for what is special about NPs
headed by relational nouns is that they are exempt from uniqueness by virtue of their
semantic type.

But we should look for a deeper, more satisfying explanation. What could
it mean for a relation to satisfy uniqueness? Well, in the case of a non-relational
definite description, e.g., the man, a successful use is one that guides the attention of
the listener to reliably pick out the intended individual:it’s the man I’m talking about,
not the woman, not the dog.

Analogously, in the relational case, e.g., the corner of a busy intersection, the
relational predicate corner describes the connection between the referent of the NP
as a whole (the corner) and the object it stands in relation to (the busy intersection).
Now, there are many different kinds of relations that could connect an object with
its possessor: ownership, part-whole, familial relations, physical proximity, etc. A
successful use of a possessive definite description, then, is one that provides enough
information for the listener to reliably pick out the intended kind of object: it’s the
side of the box I’m talking about, not the bottom, not the top. In other words, what
the speaker has in mind is a unique, specific relation, and that specificity is what the
definite determiner is marking.

Unfortunately, I am not aware of any technically satisfying way of expressing
this intuition formally by means of a definition that applies both to simple nominals
to give normal NP-level uniqueness and also to relational nouns to give relation-level
uniqueness. Therefore, with some reluctance, I must assume that the reason posses-
sive weak definites don’t violate uniqueness is because the uniqueness requirement
simply can’t apply to relations. This is somewhat disappointing. Nevertheless, the
analysis still provides an economical explanation for why it is possessive definite
descriptions (rather than some other type of definite description) that systematically
have weak interpretations: first, it is the semantic type of the relational head noun
that allows function composition to bring it into contact with the determiner in the
first place (since function composition requires a predicate that is still waiting for an
argument, and a relational noun that has not yet combined with its genitive of phrase
is exactly that, namely, a function waiting for its argument). Second, having com-
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posed with the definite determiner, the reason relational predicates are excused from
uniqueness requirements is that the semantic type of a relational predicate is simply
not the kind of thing that is capable of being unique or not relative to a discourse
model.

5. Conclusions
I have provided naturally-occurring data to support the following claim: when a
NP with a definite determiner has a relational head nominal followed by a genitive
of -phrase argument, the NP as a whole need not exhibit discourse uniqueness.
That is, a definite such as the fing erof the surgeon can be used even in a discourse
situation in which there are discourse referents for several of the surgeon’s fingers.
Unlike many examples that have been discussed as potential counterexamples to a
uniqueness requirement for definite descriptions, I have argued at length in support
of Poesio’s (1994) claim that possessive weak definites are a productive, robust,
systematic class of counterexamples that require a rule-based explanation.

The explanation offered here depends on separating functional/argument
structure from the superficial order of semantic composition. If we associate the
uniqueness presupposition triggered by the with the first semantic object it combines
with, then possessive weak definites are excused from uniqueness because of the
semantic nature of the relational nominal.

From the point of view of language use, there is abundant psycholinguistic
evidence that people process language immediately and incrementally. Function
composition allows people to process words in the order in which they hear them:
using function composition, there is no need to wait to combine the with corner
until corner has combined with its genitive argument—using function composition,
we can combine the with corner right away, yet still incorporate the contribution of
the genitive argument in the appropriate way. Given that people process language
from left to right (at least as a strong default), it is no wonder that some grammatical
phenomenon seem to be sensitive to order of composition rather than exclusively to
function/argument structure.

The core of the phenomenon of weak definiteness is a special relationship
between the definite determiner and the relational head nominal. Function compo-
sition provides just the right opportunity for the determiner to interact with the rela-
tional nominal. If so, then possessive weak definites show that presupposition can
depend on compositional constituency rather than exclusively on function/argument
constituency.
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